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The notions of rotational tournament and the associated symbol set are generalized to 
r-tournaments. It is shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
rotational r-tournament on n vertices is (n, r) = 1. A scheme to generate rotational r’- 
tournaments is given, along with some examples. 
Let n and r be integers such that n 3 r 2 2. An r-tournament P is a pair 
(V, A) where V = {q, v2,. . . , ZJ~} is a set of cardinal@ n and A is a set 
consisting of all (7) subsets of V where each such subset admits exactly one of r! 
possiMe or&zings. An element of V is calied a ver&~ and an element of A, along 
with its ordering, is called an arc. Two r-tournaments Z’r) = (VI, A,) and 
TfJ=(V&A) 2 are called isomorphic if there is a one-to-one mapping Q from VI 
onto V2 such that (zJ~,~ vi,, . . . s I-+,) EAT iff (#(vi,), @(vi,), . . . , #(vi,)) E Aa. 
While a 2-tournament models a tournament where each pair of players plays 
oncce be>etitinB a Winner anu a Soser, an r=%b~rnameni rnt&%s a ra&%% 
tournament where each r-subset of players competes once, determining aranking 
of the r players. The notion of an r-tournament has already been introduced by 
several authors, mainly in the context of Ramsey type problems (see [I-31); 
however, it seems that not much is known about r-tournaments for r > 2. 
An r-tournament on n vetices is called rotational if it admits a~ automorphism 
which permutes its vertices in a cycle of length n. The maisi re~lt of our -oapzr i%: 
Thcswrn 4. .M n (2nd r be integers such tkc n 3 T 2 2. ?kp-~ exists a rotational 
r-tournament on n vertices if and ~-,~ly if (n, .-‘, 7: I. 
In the court, of proving Theorem 4 we give a scheme to generate rotational 
r-tournan?en% v:hich generalizes the notion of a symbol set known for 2- 
tournanlents. Using this scheme we list all non-isomorphic rotational 3- 
tournaments on four and five vertices. Throughout his paper, n and r denote 
integers uch that n 3 r 2 2 and P, denotes the ring of integers modulo n. Finally, 
ZL+ denotes the direct sum of r - 1 copies o? &. 
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2. The main resuli 
For an integer r 2 2 let Sym(0, 1, . . D , r - 1) denote the symmetric group of 
order r acting on the set (0, 1, . . . , r - 1). Let 
ajj = 1 if i=j, 
0 otherwise. 
Define a mapping m from Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1) into the set of all (r - 1) x (r - 1) 
matrices over & as follows: 
If a! E Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1) then m(a) = (aij) where 
A more descriptive interpretation of m(a) is: 
If a! E Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1) and a(O) = 0, then 
Uij = 
1 ifa(i)=j, 
0 otherwise. 
IfcuESym(O,l,...,r- 1) and a(0) = k # 0, then 
1 
-1 ifiE{l,...,r-l}andj=k, 
aV = 1 ifiE{l,...,r- 1) \ { cu-‘(0)) and a(i) = j, 
0 otherwise. 
Let M(n, r) denote the image of Sym(O,l, . . . , r - 1) and MO@, r) denote the 
image of the stabilizer of 0 in Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1) under the mapping m. We 
shall henceforth refer to these two groups as M and MO, respectively. 
Lemma 1. 
(a) The mapping m is an embedding of Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1) into the group of 
(r - 1) x (r - 1) invertible matrices over Z,,. 
(b) The group A#’ consists of all (r - 1) x (r - 1) permutation matrices. 
Proof. (a) First we show that m is a group homomorphism. If cu, /I E 
Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1) then m(a)m(@) has entries cjj = c:Zt a&G. For fixed i, j 
such that lsi,j<r-1, 
r-1 
co = c (6 4&t -6 (Y(O)J N6kW)J - s/3(0),j) 
t=l 
The first sum in the last expression isequal to S,,,,,,j(l- 6a(i),o). The second sum 
is equal to afi,(()],j(l - &(o&. The last sum is equal to b@(O),j(6a(j),O - &(o).-J). 
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Thus 
p.. = 
‘V 
6 
t-w),i - sj3ru(0),j + A~ 
where 
A=-6 #?cx(i),jdru(i).O + a/3cr(0),j6cu(O).0 + 6/3(0),jba(i),0 - s~(0).jscu(O),O~ 
An easy verification shows that A = 0. Thus Cij = 6paii),j - Spa~o~,p This shows that 
m is a group homomorphism. 
TO see that m is one-to-one, let m(a) = I. This implies that Sati),i - 6,(o),i = 1 
for i = 1,2, . . . , r - 1, which in turn implies that a is the identity pemutation of 
Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1). 
(b) This follows from the definition of MO. Cl 
Next we consider the action of M on ZL-? Let s(n, r - I) denote the set of all 
vectors 
Xl 
x2 
x . = 
0 
in kL--’ 
. 
. 
x r-1 
having the properties (a) Xi #U for every 1 s i s T - 1, and (b) xi # Xj for all 
1 s i <j s r - 1. In addition, for x E ZL-’ Iet Mx denote the stabilizer of x in M. 
Lemma 2. 
(a) The set S(n, r - 1) is invariant under the action of M. 
(b) M, = I for every x E S(n, r - 1) if and only if (n, r) = 1. 
Proof. Let 
Xl 
x2 
x . = 0 be in S(n, r - 1). . . X r-1 
Let aESym(O,l,...,r - 1) such that a(O) = k #O. Observe that the ith 
co-ordinate of m( a)x is given by yi where 
-xk if i = C’(O), 
Yi = 
xct(i) - xk if i E {1,2, . . . , r - l}\{cu-l(0)}. 
fl a> CIearIy, S\ n, r - iI> is invafiank under MY We sh& skew khak‘l’t‘rs‘mvafian’t 
under M. >nked, ‘ie% x E Sl n, Y - 1) an8 A E M \M” such Ynat A = ~191 or> %0,-r some 
cuCE3~@&\, l . l , P -\>3a%@ng ~~~>=5t~~.'by~~~~~~a~~a~~,~~~ 
some i, yi = 0 then either “a(i) = Xk if i # a-‘(O) or xk = 0 if i = a-‘(O). Either of 
the= p&bititkz~ CSX&&C~~ t(ke fk.t that x E S(cs, Y - 1). Sk&x@, if for ~BK 
distinct i and j, yi = yj then there are four possibilities: xi =xj, Xa(i) =xcy(j), 
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&r(i) = 0 or &r(j) = 0. Again, each possibility contradicts x E S(n, r - 1). This 
completes the proof of (a). 
(b) Let (r, n) = d # 1. We exhibit x E S(n, r - 1) and A E M such that A #I 
and AX =x. Define the co-ordinates of x by xii_+j = 4i + j for i = 0, . . . , d - 1 
and j=O,...,i - 1, excluding (i, j) = (0,O). Since n 2 r, it follows that x E 
S(n,r-1). Let aESym(O, 1,. . . ,r be defined by a(i) = i + 5 (mod r) and 
let A = m(a). Clearly A # 1. In view of the observation above, AX = y, where the 
co-ordinates of y are given by 
yr- - ar+j - 
(modn) ifi=d-landj=O, 
(mod n) otherwise. 
Hencex,=y,for all lcssr-1. 
Conversely, assume to the contrary that m(a)x =x for some a! E 
Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1) not equal to the identity, and x E S(n, r - 1). Note that for 
each y E Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - l), m(a)(x) =x iff 
m(y-‘ay)m(y-l)(x) = m(y-l)(x). 
Hence cy can be replaced by any element in its conjugacy class in 
Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1). Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume that 
the cycle decomposition of Q! is: 
(0 1 9 , . . . , c,)(c, + 1, Cl + 2, l l - , Cl + c2) l l l @,-I + 1, q-l+ 2, l l l ) G-l + 4 
where 
l+&-;-I. 
i=l 
The assumption m(a)x = x yields a system of r - 1 equations in r - 1 unknowns 
x1, x2, . . . , xr+ over &. Adding up the equations, we get rxl = 0. Since 
(r, n) = 1, the last equality implies that x1 = 0, contradicting x E S(n, r - 1). Thus 
the proof of the lemma is complete. Cl 
In group theoretic terminology the second part of Lemma 2 says that the 
permutation representation of M on each of its orbits in S(n, r - 1) is faithful and 
regular iff (n, r) = 1. 
Let T(‘) = (V, A) be a rotational r-tournament on n vertices. Since T(‘) admits a 
cycle of length n as an automorphism, we can identify V with the elements of Z,, 
such that the mapping i+ i + 1 (mod n), i E h,, is an automorphism of T(‘! For 
j=O,f,...,n- 1 let Aj c A be the set of arcs .dhose first co-ordinate is j. The 
above automorphism i plies that each Aj is obtained from A0 by adding j to each 
co-ordinate of each arc in A o. Hence all of the Aj’S have the same cardinality 
q = i(T). Let S = {S”‘. st2), . . . , St4)} be a set where each Sti) E S(n, r - l), 
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i=l,2,..., 4, is obtained from an arc in A0 by deleting the Grst co-ordinate. By 
the above observation, Tc’> is determined by S, and we shall refer to S as the 
symbol set for T @). The problem of determining which subsets of S(n, r - 1) of 
cardinal&y 4 are symbol sets of some rotational r-tournament is answered in the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 3. Let n and r be integers such that n 3 r 3 2 and assume that 
S = {SW 
9 
$2) P...? S’Q’} 
is a subset of S(n, r - 1) of cardinal@ q = i(y) where each Sti) has co-ordinates 
sl”, sy’, . . . , sf&. Define a pair (V, A) by 
V={O,l,...,n-1) 
and 
A = {(x0, x1, . . . , xr_l ) 1 wherexO E Z,, and (x1, . . . , x,-J 
=(xo+sf),xo+s$f),.. .,~~+s$!!~)fori=1,2 ,... ,q}. 
Then (V, A) b a rotational r-tournament if and only if the S@s are representatives 
of distinct orbits of a faithful regular representation of M on S(n, r - I). 
Proof. The pair (V, A), as defined in the statement of the lemma, is a rotational 
r-tournament iff the arc set A consists of (F) distinct r-tuples where no two 
r-tuples are permutations of each other. Notice that if an r-tuple is a permutation 
of another then we can assume that one of them has the form 
(s&V, sy’, St’, . . . , &) for some 1 G i ~q, where we define s$?= 0. Let cy E 
Sym(0, 1, . . . , r - 1) and k E Z,. In addition, assume that either i #j or k # 0. 
Then the equality 
@i$O), &~I,9 b(2), l l 
(9 . , s&>) = (k, k + sy’, k + s$j’, . . . , k + s$&) 
holds iff m(Lu)S G) = So? But m( cu)S ti) = So iff either i #j and S@ and So9 belong 
to the same orbit of M, or i = j and m(Ly) E Mscn. In turn, the last condition is 
equivalent o the fact that either S@) and So3 belong to the same orbit of M, or 
i = j and So) belongs to an orbit on which M does not have a regular 
representation. 0 
‘I?heorem 4. Let n and r be integers such that n - > r Z= 2. There exists a rotational 
r-tournament on II vertices if and only if (n, r) = 1. 
Proof. Since IS(n, r - 1)1 = (:It)(r - l)! and since a faithfu: regular orbit of M 
has length r!, it follows that there are at most 
n - 1 ( ) (r - l)! __=;(;I--)=;(n)=q r-l r! 
faithful regular orbits of M. Moreover, this number of orbits is attained iff all the 
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orbits of M are faithful and regular. By Lemma 2, this is the case iff (n, r) = 1. 
Now the theorem follows from Lemma 3. Cl 
Let i be an integer such that 1 + t A ( ‘< r, and let u be a vertex of an r-tournament 
(V, A). We define the ith degree of r~, denoted by di(v), to be the number of arcs 
of A for which u appears in the ith co-ordinate. Clearly, &evd~(v) = (;) for 
every 1 s i s r. An r-tournament is said to be regular if d,(V) is the same for every 
1 s i s r and every XJ E V. In this case, note that n 1 (f). 
Corollaq 5, If r is prime then there xists a rotational r-tournament on n vertices if
and only if there exists a regular -tournament on n vertices. 
Proof. If there exists a regular r-tournament on n vertices then n 1 (T), yielding 
that (n, r) = 1 since r is prime. By the theorem, there exists a rotational 
r-tournament on n vertices. e converse follows from the fact that every 
rotational r-tournament is regular. Cl 
3. Examples 
We now present an example of the use of our scheme to generate a rotational 
3-tournament on five vertices. When r = 3 and n = 5 the group M consists of the 
set 
For convenience, we shall henceforth transpose the elements of S(n, r - 1) into 
row vectors. Thus, the orbits consist of the two sets 
and 
01= (19 2)9 (2, I), (194) (4, I), (3,4), (4,3)} 
02 = w, 31, (3, I), (2,4), (4,2), (2,3), (3,2)}. 
Each pair of elements from 0, and 0, constitutes a symbol set that generates a
particular Tt3) on five vertices. For example, the symbol set {(1,2), (l,3)} 
generates the 3-tournament (V, A), where V = (0, 1,2,3,4} and 
A = {(O, 1,2)9 (19 293) (2939 4) (3,4, O), (4,0, I), 
(0, I9 3)s (1,2,4), (2,3, O), (394, 9, (4,0,2)}. 
We manually verified that there are three non-isomorphic rotational 3- 
tournaments on four vertices and nine on five vertices. These are generated by 
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the following lists of symbol sets, 2%” and Z$, respectively: 
% = ML NJ {U, 311, W9 W), 
% = ML 21, (L3Nr {(L 219 (3, W, {(1,2), 4,2)), 
{Cl1 21, (293)L KL 219 (39 2)), ((2, 11, (1,3)), 
W, 11, (3,2))9 W, 111 (2,3))9 UL4), (2,3))). 
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